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Questions/comments to start the class



Rousseau’s Second Discourse

What is Rousseau trying to achieve with the Second Discourse?
What are his aims and how does he set out to achieve them?



Three phases of human development

1 Fully natural: no language, material abundance, solitary
lives (no attachment to others), violence doesn’t provoke
malice.

2 Small societies: brought together due to material
hardship, proper consideration for others (and with it vanity,
envy, shame), monogamous relationships develop, families
independent of each other. Rousseau says this is the golden
age of mankind.

3 The corrupt social contract: development of
agriculture and metallurgy, skill development and property
creates social power relations, rich trick the poor into signing
a ‘social contract’ that fixes social relations as they are, full
development of amour propre and co-dependence.
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Three psychological traits

• Amour de soi: Self love in its natural form. Takes the form
of a predisposition to take care of oneself.

• Amour propre: The form that amour de soi takes in a
social setting. Characterised by the need for respect from
others, and the taking of offence when this is not given.

• Pity/compassion: The feeling that moves us to care for
the suffering of others. Rousseau thinks this is the ground of
all social virtues.



Amour propre and social dependence



Battle of the states of nature

What are the differences between the views of the state of nature
of Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau? When thinking about state
legitimacy, who is it most helpful to appeal to?

Hobbes: The state of nature as a state of war.

Locke: The state of nature as a (mostly) peaceful condition of
natural rights.

Rousseau: The state of nature as a state of increasing sociality
and dependence.


